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From AC
When we sit down to compile each Newsletter we often say that “this won’t take too long,
not much has happened this month” yet when
we review what has actually happened we run
way beyond our initial estimations of content
and size.
For this reason we are considering introducing a weekly “blog” that deals with the more
important issues that arise through the month and use the Newsletter to summarise these
issues and add the more day to day issues. We are conscious of the large volume of
information out there and if this proposal is not going to add value for our clients we will
back off, but we need your input to assess your needs. Please let us know.

On site visit of Associated Compliance by the FSB
We had a visit from the FSB during September. It seems they have been taking a look at
all of the major practices over the last couple of months, as well as a selection of FSPs
of those practices.
We have yet to receive a formal report and don’t, based on the day-long meeting, expect
receive the report.
Those of you who have been subject to an on-site visit yourselves will recognise many
of the issues that were requested:
Group, organisational and/or functional structures,
A description of services rendered in respect of the Financial Services Providers
(“FSPs”) and brief explanation of what it entails,
Business plan and / or strategy,
Compliance monitoring plan,
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A specimen copy of a
Service Level Agreement; and
Business continuity
plan.
During the visit they asked
for additional details on:
An example of a completed report from
each of our divisions,
A copy of the FICA
draft manual we supply,
A copy of the Guidance notes we supply on Operational Ability and Risk Management as well as the draft manual supplied when requested. We know the FSB
are not fans of “template compliance” so there may be some input from them on
this aspect.

Pretium and ICE e-mail addresses
We have been running with these since our merger earlier this year but we are now
reaching the stage where we need to be closing these down. We are just waiting to get
them to change our e-mail address) and will then close the PS and ICE addresses. So as
and when that happens if you send mails to for example bryan@pretium.co.za, which
some of you still do – probably due to the memory in your outlook, it will bounce back
as “address unknown” Simply redirect to bryan@associatedcompliance.co.za.
On a related subject our upgraded website is now fully operational.

Our social responsibility program
Ikholwa is a local community project that runs three separate homes for children in
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need; one for girls, one for boys and one for toddlers and babies. The homes are in Welwas to assist those affected by HIV/Aids it has grown to help anyone in need of their
help. For example their latest addition to the “family” is a baby who is blind.
They manage their day to day care needs, arrange schooling – both in-house with their
own teachers and external schools. Many of the children have learning problems due to
their background so conventional schooling is not always an option.
ing and development costs of at least four of their children. Ikholwa provide regular updates on the development of the children we are helping each year. We have challenged
our staff to help make this initiative more than just a cash donation and to actively seek
with them by letter/e-mail to offer encouragement or help with school projects and the
like and really get involved.
Their website (www.ikholwa.com) has a short video on them that explains their original
vision and the meaning of Ikholwa – go have a look. Even better go pay them a visit and
see if you can also offer a helping hand.

CPD and second level RE exams – any news?
No is the simple answer. There has been the recent draft change to the Fit & Proper
Regulations that give some hints and raise more questions – but clarity is lacking.

changes, upon closer inspection, actually give us some hints as to what will be happen-

…a process of learning and development, with the aim to enable the applicant, key individual or representative to maintain capabilities to perform competently within the
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‘continuous professional development’ means a process of learning and development

which we expected, is the change from product learning, which is what we understood
CPD to be about, to legislative learning. Does this mean that product knowledge is to
be ignored in CPD or is it a given that “comply with the Act” encompasses on-going
product knowledge? Will this have an impact on the second level REs? Unless the FSB
let us into their thinking we will just have to wait and see.

And what does the
FIA think?
They said during their recent regional conference
in Johannesburg held early
in September that desired
outcomes from Level 2
Regulatory Exams could
be achieved through a combination of TCF and CPD
and that it did not believe
that there would be Level
2 Regulatory Exams in the
future.
On the subject to CPD
RISKSA subscribers now have access to a Q&A tool that asks questions based on
articles they publish and success in the test will earn CPD points for the subscriber for
their professional reading component of their professional body CPD requirements.
Check with your professional body to establish if they subscribe to this initiative. IISA
do.
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Our own professional body, CISA, have a similar initiative with Business Brief on line
magazine.
The Protection of Personal Information Bill (PoPI) was enacted by Parliament late in
August and sent to the President for signature.
This process may take a few weeks before the Act will be gazetted and the effective date
known.
It is expected that the implementation date will be one year after the effective date per
the legislation.
This act is wide ranging and pulls together lots of related regulations into its sphere of
Administrative Justice Act, Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act and many more.
We have just read an article that suggests that staff will no longer take laptops home or
use memory sticks because of the risks run if data on them gets lost and used in any way.
Is it really going to be that bad?
A copy of the Bill as enacted can be downloaded here.

Broker remuneration
On 20 August 2013 a subsidiary of one of South Africa’s largest insurance companies
announced that it would do away with the commissions paid to its tied agents, and to

Financial advisers who use the Old Mutual Wealth platform will have to negotiate a
fee-for-service with their clients. This fee may include an up-front advice fee and an
under management.
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Do you know how the premium collection agencies you deal with
control their risk management?

of all transactions being processed during this 2 day test. Comforting – but have you
ever questioned your collection agencies plans, or other
outsource providers for that
matter?

The QA process for direct marketers
We have now completed our
FAIS Quality Assurance tool
for use within the direct marketing (DM) arena. The QA
is a vital part of the any DM
that its focus is not on FAIS
issues; in fact they often only
glance at certain aspects of FAIS issues such as disclosures and even then don’t drill
down to the nitty gritty that we like to see. We don’t expect our tool to be used exclusively as there are many aspects of a DM’s QA process that remains important to them,
but to rather use this new tool to compliment the current QA process and achieve a better
overall QA result.
The tool may also be of use for those on the edge of the DM process who use voice
logged calls within a more conventional sales procedure.

a copy.
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dorsement:
“The insurers shall not be liable to indemnify the insured in respect of a claim or loss
resulting from any third party claim arising directly or indirectly out of failure by the
insured to meet the requirements, conditions, obligations and restrictions imposed
upon the insured in terms of the insured’s FAIS licence”

The question they asked us was:
“What type of circumstances are Insurers alluding to that will at the end of the day
exclude a 3rd Party claim?”

Our response was:
“In simple terms if the broker does anything wrong in terms of FAIS then there is no
cover. This would obviously focus on the analysis/record of advice process – if not
followed and loss results = no cover. If the broker is FAIS perfect then you are OK. I
would not accept this at all. Even the best run brokers have hiccups and things don’t
get done that should – that is why you want PI – if we were all perfect we wouldn’t need
the cover!”

The client undertook to discuss further with the UMA through whom this policy was is-

Once aspect of PI cover for the broker must surely be how well they do comply with the
overall regulations imposed on them by FAIS and FICA yet the one readily available
underwriting information point they have they fail to ask for i.e. the last few compliance
underwriting information the underwriter needs. So why do they fail to ask for it? In
nearly 10 years of doing what we do we have been asked once.
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From the FSB
Annual levies
Invoices have just started to be issued – please ensure that these are i) accurate and ii)
paid on time. We DO NOT follow up with you to ensure payment and given that non
payment is treated as a licence suspension offence please don’t let this one get missed.

Treating Customers Fairly
As members of the CISA FAIS Forum we recently attended a workshop with the FSB

be.
The agenda was as follows:
Is TCF actually a compliance issue?
in an FSP’s TCF framework?
At implementation stage?
On-going?
Will (should?) this role differ between insurers, UMA’s and brokers?
Will FAIS Annual reports deal with TCF?
Will on-site visits deal with TCF?
that brokers TCF framework?
The key comments that arose were (in no order of importance):
application of TCF is expected everywhere but will obviously differ from insurer
to UMA to broker and within the broker segment size and role e.g. binder holder/159 agreement holder, will affect implementation.
The FSB considers that TCF is already a “reality.” The push for a formal
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start date. A status report will be issued by year end that could be used with FSPs
by COs to get a TCF process started – if not already underway.
The FSB believe that all insurers should be well down the track on implementing
a formal TCF strategy and that ALL their staff should be aware of this. Ideally
insurers should have started to engage their brokers on the subject as well.
The CO cannot (should not)
work on embedding TCF into
the culture of the
company – that
demands board
level (owner/s
for a smaller
FSP) understanding and buy
in.
If CO used to
implement a
TCF culture
then a mediocre
result will be
achieved.
Those FSPs that
have embraced
the spirit and letter of FAIS will see very little change in their operational process. Those that struggle with FAIS will struggle with TCF.
The FSB will be looking to all FSPs to be able to answer the question: “Do you
really know your stuff?”
CO role should include - but is not limited to:
work with the board and/or ethics committees (for larger FSPs),
as the FSB will want to know how TCF is being implemented/managed some
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degree of “monitoring” of plans and outcomes will be needed e.g:
- minutes of management meetings that deal with TCF issues/strategies to be
followed up on,
- looking at quality of book of business via lapse/cancellation/replacement
volumes,
-

ents. Large proportions of business placed with one insurer/product will be
questioned by the FSB,

- the enhanced complaints reporting requirements.
The annual FAIS report will include TCF questions. At this stage these nature
and extent are not known.
Will form part of on-site visits by FAIS division. The intensity of TCF aspects
will increase over time.
In whatever the CO does to assist their clients the FSB’s self assessment tool
should NOT be used as a simple check list.
Undesirable business practice: Whilst a CO should be reporting in terms of
Breach reporting standards anyway (and many TCF “breaches” may well be
breaches of FAIS) the CO needs to be conscious of the need to report other
practices that they believe fall foul of TCF principals. Such issues can be reported to the FAIS Compliance Department.
The FSB have experienced and expect more resistance from smaller FSPs.
Brokers should use TCF as a “push back” tool to force insurers to deliver within
the TCF framework. e.g. confusing products should be queried with the insurer.
Future cases between the FSB and FSPs will increasingly look at the FSP justirules.
The need to amend existing regulation/issue Guidance to support TCF principals
are still being looked at. FAIS is probably the closest already to supporting TCF.
Some aspects include:
New business statistic returns for insurers that will look at areas such as: sales/
surrenders/lapses/distribution channels used. The results will be tested by cross
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referencing with the broker community.
Enhanced complaints reporting/management: This will go beyond the current
implementation.
Key Information Disclosures (KID): For personal products only at this stage.
These are not to be marketing documents – will be provided by insurers – will
be a market standard. Formats will be tested with the consumer prior to release.
They will have to include the “end user” of the product so pension funds and
medical aids taken out by employer will be affected by the need to distribute
these documents.
No discussion as yet as to whether Binder and 159 Regulations will be amendthen the responsibility for creating the KID will be shared by the insurer and
broker/UMA.
A Guidance note (may be directive) on the claims handling process to be adopted by insurers will be issued.
A new self assessment tool is being considered that will be aimed at the smaller
FSP.
Further FAIS division TCF workshops scheduled for November and December
2013 – see website for details.

application will vary depending on what the re-insurer/insurer/uma/broker actually does and who uses their products. E.g. a reinsurer cannot be exempted from
the process as their actions can ultimately impact on the consumer and thus they
need to take TCF into account at their level.
tion must be appropriate to the customers in any given situation.
Voluntary Ombud schemes have already indicated that they will be supporting
fully support the process.
In the follow up meeting of the Forum later in September most focus was on the KID
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in as they will to work with the FSP to integrate these into their processes. To quote from
the minutes:
“It was suggested that as KID documents are likely to have a major impact on the recalled upon to assist FSPs with implementation that our Forum should have some level
of representation within the committees that are debating this issue so that members
can be kept fully appraised as the process moves along. This aspect will be followed up
by Craig and feedback provided as soon as possible.”

This aspect of getting more involved in the committee has started with discussions with
SAIA already having taken place and a proposal for involvement having been sent to the
Compliance Institute for the formalities of such involvement to be signed off.
A very useful article we picked up courtesy of Compliserve by Brian Foster of the TCF
Partnership on the top 10 mistakes that can be made in TCF implementation and maintenance:

Mistake #1 – Thinking TCF is a compliance issue
TCF is more about business strategy than compliance. Businesses cannot ‘compliance’
their way out of TCF. You cannot delegate TCF to your compliance team and ask them
to put a shiny TCF badge on your existing business. The senior management needs to
engage with TCF and create a vision for the business that is client focused. This could
be a real change for some businesses that may need to re-think their culture… which is
what TCF is all about.

Mistake #2 – Waiting for more guidance from the regulator
more complex the organisation, the longer it is going to take to complete the exercise.
Don’t forget you need to ensure your staff understand TCF as well as their role within
the process, and you may want to ask for their input into some of the issues that may
arise. After all, they are often the ones that have most dealings with clients on a day to
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day basis.

Mistake #3 – Not setting standards for the business
Setting standards is about YOUR standards, not those of your competitors or the FSB.
the standards that should be met. The FSB does not run your business, you do. The FSB
should not be setting the standards for you to follow. And benchmarking against your
competitors will mean you all look alike. “What do we want to look like?” is the question and if you do not (or cannot) decide what good looks like, you are going to have a
hard time measuring progress.

Mistake #4 – Not conducting a gap analysis
The FSB has said your business must undertake a gap analysis against the 6 outcomes. A
gap analysis is an internal process that asks you to work out where you are in relation to
the 6 outcomes, and the standards you have set for your business. “Where are we now?”
is the question and you are looking for areas of both strength and weakness. This process

Mistake #5- Not asking
relevant questions in
the gap analysis
The questions that you ask
your business need to be relevant to your business. If you
don’t advise clients directly,
then don’t simply say “not
applicable” to advice questions. Think about how advice
is given about your products
and what questions you need
to ask about the quality of advice that is given. How do you test the quality of advice?
Do you check that advisers are saying the right things? How do you do that? And if you
intended for, what do you do about it?
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Mistake #6 – Not collecting the right Management Information
What gets measured gets managed. Most businesses collect quantative data such as sales
nesses collect qualitative data. Saying that you have carefully designed risk descriptions
of end clients? What did they say? What did you learn? And more importantly, if there
were issues, what did you do about it?

Mistake #7 – Not having an Action Plan
areas in which work is needed. Get some quick wins by setting out an action plan. Set
timescales for completion and make someone accountable.

Mistake #8 – Not reviewing progress
two, you need to review the gap analysis several times a year whilst you make changes,
especially if some cultural change is needed. Senior management should be getting progress reports on a regular basis, together with MI reports so that they can make decisions
about how to amend the strategy. Tools exist for web-based gap analysis and MI retention so it doesn’t have to be a completely manual process.

Mistake #9 – Not getting external help
The best businesses get help from external consultants. The reason for this is that it is
to be asked of yourself, and appointing an employee to identify areas where colleagues
may not be treating customers fairly can be awkward for internal relationships. Consult-

Mistake #10 – Thinking that the repercussions of not doing TCF will
not hurt
International experience suggests that whatever you think about the regulator, it will get
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its own way, one way or another. The advantage that South Africa has is that the FSB has
learned from mistakes made by other regulators (notably UK and Australia). This means
fewer mistakes will be made, or at least they will be South African ones! However, it
also means that the timescales for getting things done are shorter and this might include
the use of enforcement action for not playing the game nicely.
Also read the article by Moonstone from 1 August that we picked up via Insurance Gateway, which contained a link to a simple, yet useful, self analysis tool to get you started
on the process.

Pension fund investment administrators
The Registrar of Pension Funds has released its latest Information Circular (no. 5 of
2013) on section 13B of the Pension Funds Act at the end of August.
As of the 26th August 2013 all investment administrators have been exempted from the
provisions of section 13B(1) of the Act, if and to the extent that section 13B is applicable
to the services that they provide to retirement funds registered in terms of the Act. The
reason is that FAIS is seen as the most appropriate legislative control and the intention
mation that the FAIS Act will continue to be the governing statute in terms of which the
providers of investment administration functions should be regulated and supervised.

Binders – more input from the FSB
Information letter 6/2013 was issued on 10 September. It deals with the need for information transfer to insurers. Its introduction states:
“The purpose of this Information Letter is to re-emphasise to insurers certain requirement of Regulation 6.3 of the Binder Regulations issued under the Long Term Insurance Act No. 52 of 1998 (“LTIA”) and Short-term Insurance Act No. 53 of 1998
(“STIA”), and to indicate the supervisory approach that will be applied in ensuring
compliance with these requirement.”

It goes on to say;
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and (p) require, amongst others, that binder agreements must specify that –
2.1.1 the binder holder has appropriate information technology systems in place;
2.1.2 the insure has continued access to policyholder and policy information held by
the binder holder; and
2.1.3 provide for the intervals, which may not be longer than 60 days, at which the
binder holder will update policyholder and policy information in the records of the
insurer, which information must, at least enable the insurer to identify the policyholder,
contact the policyholder and assess its liability under the policy.
Regulatory and/or enforcement action
3.1 Insurers are reminded that they must comply with the system requirements highlighted in paragraph 2.1 above by 1 January 2014.”

It seems clear that the FSB are concerned that insurers, and by extension their UMAs,
are not complying with this standard and must get their act together and quickly.

FSB FAIS Division focus groups – an overview from the FSB
A number of FSB staff attended the recent CISA FAIS Forum meeting, which is most
of common interest.
There were two important aspects discussed:

1) Focus groups
A brief overview of the FAIS Focus group: Compliance Practice & Regulation was provided by the FSB team. They also provided details of all the other focus groups that are
in place, namely;
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Investments
1. Authorised users
2. Investment managers
3. Multi-managers & Trust companies
4. Hedge fund managers and Private Equity
Administrators & Pension
1. LISPs
2. CIS & White label managers
3. Pension Funds
Unconventional FSPs
1. Foreign FSP’s
2. Other business involved in FAIS e.g. Motor dealerships, furniture shops, auditors ect.
3. Forex providers
Insurance
1. Short term insurance
2. Long-term insurance
3. Assistance business & friendly societies
Banking & Conglomerates
Merchant banking
2. Council of Medical Schemes
Independent Financial Advisors
Participation in these groups is being encouraged. CISA and ourselves are pursuing involvement in a number of these groups. We will keep you posted of how this process goes.
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They also reported that a survey will be conducted before the end of this year amongst
shop to discuss the results of the survey. We are hoping this will be a constructive process and help improve many of the behind the scenes issues we have to contend with.
One aspect in particular that it was hoped would be addressed by this process is the
tion and/or procedures. At present any such document, and the recent draft guideline of
debarment is a case in point, is sent to various bodies e.g. SAIA, FIA but not to the comtheir day to day involvement in the regulations and coal face experience.

cation?
relevant credits prior to their applicable deadline will not be required to complete a qual-

Debarment issues – draft FSB Guidance Note
The FSB issues a draft Guidance Note on the procedures it expects to be followed by an
FSP in the debarment process. To quote;
“The purpose of the guideline is to explain the rationale and process to be followed
by Financial Services Providers (“providers”) when effecting a debarment sanction
against representative as envisaged in section 14(1) of the Financial and Intermediary
Services Act (“the FAIS Act”).

The Registrar receives an inordinate number of notices of debarment from providers in
terms of the provisions of section 14(1) of the FAIS Act. There is also a concomitant
increase in complaints from representatives about the manner and fairness of the debarments. The reasons provided by representatives include:
2.1

The FSP did not notify the person that he/she were to be debarred,

2.2

The debarred person is aggrieved by the debarment as the key individual that
effected the debarment had no authority to act on behalf of the FSP.
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2.3
services.
2.4

The person was debarred after they had left the service of the provider.”

The draft goes on to reinforce the various aspects that are important in the process. This
proposed guidance note is probably related to a degree on the recent court case where a
debarment was overturned by the courts and partly because many FSPs simply do not
follow the required standards, notwithstanding that they are meant to have procedures
for this very reason.

version to be published so it is accurate.
A related article appears in the August FA News magazine.
The FSB have also discussed debarments in their August 2013 Newsletter. The primary
focus of the article surrounds the debarments of Representatives under Section 14(1) of
the Act. It mentions that the Registrar is often approached about an application or misapplication of the debarment procedures and advises that it is the responsibility of the
provider to ensure that the representative is Fit and Proper at all times. To read the full
article, click here.

From the FAIS Ombud
GCJ van Vuuren/ SJ van Vuuren (Complainants) AND Kampstone Financial Services
cc (Respondent)
The complainants made certain investments on the advice of Charlene van Niekerk, a
former representative of Kampstone Financial Services cc. Although the complainants
were nearing retirement age and requiring unrestricted access to capital, the representative invested their funds in 15- year Max Investments with Old Mutual.
There was a record of advice and this was provided by the FSP and it did state that the
“chosen” investment was high risk and not recommended however according to the
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FAIS Ombud the Record of Advice document above did not measure up to what is re-

Additionally there is no explanation as to why the recommended products were likely
to satisfy the complainant’s needs and objectives. No reference at all to the Investment
Plans that were ultimately chosen together with timeframe.
The only document that alludes to early termination is the one- liner that appears in the
RoA merely stipulates that costs are applicable in the event of early termination; RoA
completely silent on the investment term of the contracts and record of disclosure of the
mission earned was disclosed to the complainants.
The FSP was instructed to refund an amount R18 246.79 to the complainants, in addition
to the R3 500 she had already paid to them.
So it is clear that a record of advice has to cover all required aspects of the Code and not
be a mere precise of some of the key points – as we often say it must read like a story
book with all aspects detailed.
Another case, this time from the short-term sector which is interesting in that it deals
with a broker’s understanding of terms and conditions and changes in those conditions
and how well they communicate these to the client. Summary courtesy of Moonstone:
The Stunden determination, issued on 12 September 2013, reiterates the importance of
understanding your business, and keeping your clients informed of material changes.
A client requested cover on a new property in June 2004, months before the FAIS Act
became effective. At the time, the client had burglar guards in front of all the ground
ing. This was, in the view of the broker, in line with the product provider’s requirements.
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In July 2009, the insurer advised the broker of new security requirements, in the light of
an increase in burglaries. With effect from 1 September 2009, “…the security measures
in Knysna area will be burglar bars and security gates, holiday homes still require linked
alarm.”
The wording in the policy schedule reads:

window. The alarm was triggered, but they still managed to escape with goods to the
value of some R46 000.
The claim was repudiated on the grounds that the client did not comply with the security
requirements. The Short-term Ombud agreed with the insurer, but a complaint was laid
with the FAIS Ombud on the grounds that the advisor did not convey the new requirements to the insured.
From the notes provided by the Ombud, it seems that the broker misinterpreted these
requirements. It appears that he missed the point that ALL windows should have burglar
guards. The fact that the insured was of the same view indicates that the real requirements were not conveyed to him.
business was concluded before the FAIS Act became effective. Apart from the legal obligation to make regular contact with the client, one is also required to convey material
changes such as those outlined above.
Secondly, one should make sure that you understand the contract, as well as any changes
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that are made over time. The broker sent the client a renewal schedule once a year, requesting details of any changes to the schedule. What he did not do, was to explain the
material changes applicable from September 2009. This was possibly due to the fact that
the broker misinterpreted the new requirements, and was therefore not in a position to
convey it to his client.
The third lesson from this determination is that you need to convey material changes
to the client in a manner which will enable him to determine and evaluate the impact
thereof on him or her. What is very important is that such communication should pass
the “reasonable man” test.

of course to convey such information to the client personally, or at least get written conrespect of communication via e-mail will also do no harm.
Much as many people hate it, effective record keeping is an essential survival tool in the
modern jungle we operate in.
Please click here to download the determination.

Interesting things we have read
Insurance Gateway:
SAIA Legislation & Regulation Update July 2013. Click here to read more.
Insurance Broker – an endangered species? by Peter Olyott (also in COVER August)
we are often asked is there a future for the broker given all the legislation – here is someone else who agrees that there is.
SAIA Motor Update - July 2013
the need to amend motor values automatically and not just upon request. Any of you
involved in motor insurance need to read this one.
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The time lines are:
1 January 2014 for personal lines vehicles.
1 January 2015 for commercial vehicles included in the wording.
So all insurers, UMAs and brokers with binders will need to be very aware of what is
needed – and soon. If you have yet to hear from your insurer we suggest you ask them
what the plans are.
FA News August 2013:
ever be equal? an article
by Danny Joffe of Hollard
on broker fees and whether
legislation will ever make
things equal.

Interest: The fees vs commission debate by Jonathan Faurie of FA News is
also worth a read.
FANews 16/9/2013: THE FSB NEEDS TO SHARPEN ITS FOCUS ON ENFORCEMENTS A summary of the issues around Model Insurance and who was at fault for the
delay in closing the company down. Click here to read the full article which continues
on their website.
COVER magazine August & September 2013;
How to prepare for POPI – a Guideline for call centres. An article by Jan van Zyl of
Dommissee attorneys and Bruce van Maltitz of 1 Stream. Given the very close implementation of POPI a must read. This will be useful for all clients not just call centres.
Well an
article by Martin Le Roux and Peter Jennett of Centriq seeks to add some answers for
the sceptical.
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Binder regulations and SASRIA – more of an infomercial by SASRIA explaining the
problems they have had as a result of binders. Puts their actions around the issues into
some perspective.
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